4 steps to a new era in networking

Cisco Services can guide you toward a network that constantly learns, adapts, and protects. With Cisco DNA as your platform, your organization can innovate faster, reduce costs, simplify processes, and stay secure.

**Step 1: Create a strategic plan.**
- Evaluate what you have and what you need to get you where you need to go.
- Develop a strategy, roadmap, and network design for your new DNA solution.

**Step 2: Validate and migrate.**
- Build and test your solution in our full production lab.
- Implement a customized migration plan.

**Step 3: Train your team.**
- Stay ahead of transitions with in-depth and overview courses.
- Build new skills to implement and manage your DNA solution.

**Step 4: Maximize your network performance.**
- Resolve issues fast with a dedicated contact to coordinate resolution across multiple vendors.
- Spend more time innovating. Let us manage your new network environment for you.
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